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GMP, GCP & Quality Control
Quality accreditation for medical research at Universities
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Universities used to focus on academic careers and (basic) science not necessarily closely related to applied medical clinical 
problems. This changed over the last two decades considerably and meanwhile universities encourage technical innovations 

through various measures such as transfer offices dealing with contracts between researchers and companies, but also by providing 
infrastructure and space for spinoff companies. Furthermore, promotion of young talented researchers is attempted as well 
as closer contacts between academic institutions and industries. Last but not least Universities and National funding agencies 
encourage priority programs promoting applied research and include industrial partners as primary partners. There, industrial 
partners are also beneficiaries for funding by governmental agencies. This development is true for most countries. In fact, the 
European Commission has several sustainable programs that are very successful not only in academic outputs, but also in practical 
implementations and product development. This development also raises questions of quality management at Universities. Issues 
concerning official registration of medical products that follow the guidelines of the OECD (medical devices) or FDA need to 
be addressed especially if dealing with regenerative medicine and there, development of various biomaterials, composites and/
or tissue engineered organ/tissue replacements. Translational medicine comprises the full cycle of original innovation, product 
development, preclinical animal trials, up-scaling of products and finally clinical trials with human patients. It includes also 
regulatory issues such as GMP, GLP and GCP. The UZH is one of the first European Universities that created such a platform 
offering GMP, GLP and GCP at the same institution.
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